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If you can dream it, we can build it.
With  Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central and companion products like Power BI, CRM, Flow, SharePoint, CMMS/EAM, Anveo 
and Continia, the possibilities for integrating your business are infinite. To get the job done, you need a partner who takes the time to listen, 
who understands your business, and knows how to make Business Central adapt to the way you work – and not the other way around.

Liberty Grove Software is one of North America’s most respected Dynamics 365 Business Central/NAV partners, with a two-decade 
track record of successful implementations, upgrades, and custom development projects. Our consultants are experts who have written 
several of the most popular books on NAV, presented at international conferences and include Microsoft MVPs and Lead MCTs.

As a Microsoft ERP Partner, Liberty Grove Software specializes in enterprise solutions for manufacturing and distribution, manufacture 
to order, service management and food and beverage companies.  Liberty Grove is one of the most experienced upgrade specialists, and 
offers a no-risk fixed-price upgrade with no downtime.

Many Summit attendees are looking for a smooth path for upgrading to Business Central from NAV. Stop by booth 1416 
to enter a drawing for a Business Central Migration Strategy consultation for your company worth $1000. 

We invite you to talk to us about your toughest BC and NAV problems. Come visit us at Booth 1416, or give us a call 630-858-7388 
to set up a no-obligation complementary consultation today.
 

     www.libertygrove.com
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DEVELOPMENT
Whether we’re helping end-users or other Microsoft partners 
with development, we leverage our deep functional and technical 
knowledge to architect, build, test and deliver outstanding 
solutions. 

For clients who prefer to be hands-on with development, we can 
also help through our development transformation training. Learn 
how to move from C/AL to AL and adopt new best practices.

FIXED-PRICE UPGRADES
Visit us to learn about how we can upgrade your system to Business 
Central for a fixed price. With hundreds of successful upgrades 
under our belt, we know how to get the job done. Avoid hidden 
costs with an upfront free quote. 

NAV TO BC365 MIGRATION
With the demise of the old development environment,  
upgrading has evolved into a more extensive process with special 
considerations for customizations. Our team will work with you to 
define your upgrade options and costs, so you can decide whether 
to upgrade or re-implement.

CONSULTING
Our team of experts can help you figure out your challenges and 
how to handle them in NAV/BC. We have helped many NAV users 
and partners by doing the heavy lifting. Your special requirements 
need our special team.

TRAINING
Getting up to speed on a new version or new functionality is a 
challenge. We can provide you with a tailored training program 
suited to your needs and budget. 

FINANCIALS
This core Business Central/NAV functionality is often under-utilized. 
We will help you understand non-used functionalities and how 
to apply them to your organization as well as review your current 
approaches and determine how to optimize them for better cash flow.

MANUFACTURING
There is a lot you can do with Manufacturing and an infinite number 
of ways you can set it up to improve your efficiency and economy. 
Our team, of experienced manufacturing experts, will work with you 
to determine the best setup for your organization. We will help you 
consider the different ways that each part of manufacturing is used, 
by finance, planning, supervisors and operators alike. 

TRACKING & TRACEABILITY
To monitor product safety, freshness standards and to meet 
government regulations, you need robust functionality and processes 
to ensure that you know what came in and when and where it went. 
We understand that an effective system relies on both technology 
and people. We will help you get them working together effectively. 

FOOD & BEVERAGE
Leverage our years of work in this area to accelerate your 
project and get the tools you need to manage your operation. 
DynamicsFoodERP is a scalable comprehensive food solution that 
you can use to address your key control needs.

ADD-ON APPS
Our most successful projects rely on a core setup of robust add-
ons. See us to learn how Anveo Mobile & Web Apps, EDI, Continia 
Expense Management and Document Capture have simplified 
our customers’ NAV/BC implementations. If you need to maintain 
your equipment, our CMMS/EAM solution will fill in the missing 
functionality. 

POWERBI
As your business evolves your users need access to business data. 
Our PowerBI team knows how to help you define requirements and 
get the right information into your users’ hands. 

LGS WORKS WELL WITH OTHERS!
Liberty Grove is experienced working in multi-layered development 
environments, either directly for end-users or cooperating with 
other Microsoft Partners, ISV vendors, in-house development 
teams, and corporate IT Departments.
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18W140 Butterfield Road, 15th Floor, Oakbrook Terrace IL 60181 

Call us at 630-858-7388 or email summit@libertygrove.com


